Yale Excluder
The Ancillary Security Device from the
UK’s most trusted lock manufacturer.

The Yale Excluder provides a secure solution for windows, including those offering
egress without affecting the opening and closing performance of the hinge.
This easy to fit and unobtrusive device is suitable for several cavity sizes with no
maintenance upkeep required.
Visibly effective the Yale Excluder redefines expectations of performance and delivers
additional benefits to fabricators, installers and consumers, whilst still delivering the peace
of mind expected from the world’s favourite lock company.
•
•
•
•

Designed to achieve PAS 24
10 year mechanical guarantee
Lifetime Security Guarantee*
Made in Britain

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand
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Features
ASD-ST2

•

ASD-ST2
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Note: part number ASD-ST2 illustrated
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ASD-ST2

SET OF 4 COMPONENTS

A secure solution for windows, including those offering
egress without affecting the opening and closing
performance of the hinge

•

Visibly effective yet unobtrusive

•

Variants available to suit cavity sizes from 13mm to 18mm
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SHOWN FOR CLARITY

•

Easy to fit - no routing required

•

No maintenance required

•

Pressed steel plated

•

Yale branded

•

1 set of 4 required per vent

Yale Door and Window Solutions
School Street, Willenhall, West Midlands WV13 3PW, UK.
T: 01902 366800 F: 01902 369041

www.yaledws.co.uk

THE YALE BRAND, with its unparalleled global reach and range of products,
reassures more people in more countries than any other consumer locking solution.
THE ASSA ABLOY GROUP is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locking
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.
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Due to a continuous programme of development the company reserves the
right to make alterations without notice. (Products which are not a stocked
item will be subject to a longer lead time which needs to be agreed with
your Yale representative).
* Terms and conditions apply. Please see yaledws.co.uk for further details.

